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PERFECT LANDING: IN-AKUSTIK'S NEW 
PACKAGING IS AWARDED THE RED DOT QUALITY 

SEAL!  
 

August 2014 in-akustik received the Red Dot Award in the 

“Communication Design 2014” category for the outstanding design 

of their new packaging. The international jury awarded the quality 

seal for design to only the best creative achievements from among 

7,096 submissions.  

 

We have succeeded in developing packaging which perfectly conveys the 

benefits of in-akustik's products: It emphasizes that the products are not 

just basic troubleshooters, but rather very high quality hi-fi products and 

video accessories. 

 

The new packaging impresses with its exceptional look. The strong 

rendering and clear colour coding ensure rapid and optimal orientation at 

the POS. Thanks to the expertly designed graphics and the simple front, 

the customer recognises the product more easily and more quickly than in 

a blister pack. In this way we also avoid the use of plastic which is harmful 

to the environment. 

  

We were able to additionally emphasise the great visual impact of the 

packaging by using the best paper currently available on the market. It 

impresses with its exceptional printing properties and its great surface 

feel. In addition to this, its manufacture is 100% environmentally friendly. 

This ensures the packaging also meets the expectations of customers who 

are increasingly environmentally aware.  

 

The Red Dot Design Award  

The Red Dot Design Award is one of the world's largest design 

competitions. The coveted Red Dot has become established as an 

internationally recognized quality seal and is awarded in the disciplines of 

product design, design concept and communication design. The winners 

will be honoured as part of the awards ceremony on 24 October 2014 in 

the Konzerthaus Berlin. 

 

Further information is available at www.red-dot.de/presse. 
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Overview of the in-akustik's “High Five packaging concept”: 

 

1. Clear design 

A clearly structured design benefits the seller and, above all, the 

customer. They can find the right product for themselves more 

quickly. 

 

2. Flexibility 

Retail benefits from the packaging's modular structure and the 

time saved  when the products are replaced or relocated at the 

POS.   

 

3. Thematic classification of products 

Customers can find products with complementary applications 

more quickly. Complementary products in different sizes of 

packaging can still be placed next to each other thanks to the 

modular approach.  

 

4. Efficient and still clearly structured 

Both retail and end-customers benefit from clear POS 

presentation. Due to the fact that two most common packaging 

sizes are split horizontally, optimal use is made of the sales area. 

Despite this, the customer is not 'buried' under a wall of 

accessories. 

 

5. Environmentally friendly 

We protect the environment through the use of high quality paper 

and card, both for the outer packaging as well as for the inlay 
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Tobias Tritschler, in, in, in, in----akustik's Head of Marketing on the akustik's Head of Marketing on the akustik's Head of Marketing on the akustik's Head of Marketing on the 

new packaging concept:new packaging concept:new packaging concept:new packaging concept: 

 

In your opinion, how important is the packaging of accessory 

products for successful sales? 

Tritschler: The packaging of our products is just as important as 

compliance with the highest quality standards relating to selection of 

materials, processing and finishing. It conveys the very important first 

impression to the customer regarding the content and is often a 

determining factor in the impulse to purchase. 

 

 

What are the features of the packaging? 

Tritschler: We have succeeded in developing new packaging which 

perfectly conveys the benefits of our products. It emphasizes that the 

products are not just basic troubleshooters, but rather very high quality 

UE accessory products. The new packaging impresses with its fine feel and 

exceptional visual impact. The strong rendering and clear colour coding of 

the already familiar in-akustik quality levels - star, premium, excellence 

and reference - ensure quick and simple orientation at the POS.   

 

 

 

And does this mean the customer finds what they want more 

quickly and easily? 

Tritschler: Yes, thanks to the expertly designed graphics and the simple 

front of the packaging, the customer recognises the product more easily 

and more quickly than in a blister pack. On the front the content has been 

reduced down to the essentials only: Application, plug type and quality 

level. Detailed product descriptions, lists of features etc. have been 

integrated on the sides or rear. This means the customer is able to see at 

first glance whether a cable is what they need. Using a QR code, we also 

link to product videos and further information about our products on our 

mobile website. This means the customer can then access additional 

information at the point of sale which contributes to the purchasing 

decision. 

 

 

 

Tobias Tritschler  
in-akustik's Head of Marketing 
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So far we have spoken mainly about the advantages that the new 

packaging provides for consumers. How do your retail partners 

benefit from the new in-akustik packaging concept?  

To start with, the increased value of the packaging, the improved 

orientation at the wall of accessories as well as the ability to quickly 

identify the right product to solve the particular problem, all results in 

stronger impulses to purchase and, as a result, in increased sales of 

accessories. In addition to this, one of the key points to mention for the 

retailer is the modular structure, or the modular dimensions. The 

packaging has actually been designed so that a single large pack can 

always be replaced by two smaller ones. By doing this, and in contrast to 

most competitors, we have split the most common packaging sizes 

horizontally instead of vertically. In this way, optimal use is made 

of the space at the point of sale, the customer is still not 'buried' by a wall 

of accessories, the presentation appears light and airy, and also easy to 

understand and tidy. 

 

Before, you mentioned the fine feel as a feature of the new 

packaging ... 

The outer packaging is made from a special paper, effectively the Rolls 

Royce of papers. For example, it is frequently used by the cosmetic and 

perfume industry, which has long been known for its excellent and 

innovative packaging concepts. The material impresses with its fantastic 

printing properties and great surface, and is also known not least for its 

increased tear strength and stability. It is simply one of the best cards 

currently available on the market. You can feel the difference 

immediately. In addition, its manufacture is 100 percent environmentally 

friendly. We make no compromises for our products – only the best is 

good enough. 

 

 

About in-akustik 

in-akustik – perfect audio and visual enjoyment . 

No compromise in sound. This brief summary explains what has been 

driving us for 37 years. As our company is a holding of the Braun 

consortium, we are part of a strong network. Every member of the group 

has a similar drive: To offer excellent quality with love and passion; a cut 

above of the rest.  
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In-akustik GmbH & Co. KG, based in Ballrechten-Dottingen near Freiburg 

is one of the top companies in the hi-fi and music businesses and is also 

one of Germany's most successful independent brands as well as a leading 

provider of hi-fi and video cables. In-akustik also supplies systems for 

intelligent home technology which can be used equally well in private 

living spaces and in buildings for public use.  

 

We take it seriously, we also want to further improve the very best cables, 

the highest quality speakers and the most beautiful media for ourselves.  

Part of our success may also be attributed to our location. We are located 

in Markgräflerland, near Freiburg, which is known as the 'Tuscany of 

Germany'. Our close proximity to Strasbourg, Zurich, Milan, and Basel 

reflects our international ambition as a constantly growing enterprise. 

Being surrounded by the Rhine Valley and the Kaiserstuhl, the Black 

Forest and university town of Freiburg, also gives us the space to tinker in 

peace. 

 

 

 

Contact: 

Patrick Hagemeister 

Key Account Manager Export 

E-mail: patrick@in-akustik.de 

Tel.: +49 (0) 7634 5610-11 


